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Abstract 

With hermeneutic and empirical interrogations of prime works, 

Cloth and Clothmakers “mapping” history deconstructs EL 

Anatsui’s and Shonibare’s engagements with endogenous visuals 

symbolised by the “python’s eye “ metaphor and  the  proverb “nku 

din a mba na eghelu mba nni” ; perceive history as a cyclical 

phenomenon, in which the past, present and future are inextricably 

entwined. However, adumbrating that discourse, Vlisco Fabrics 

symbolically reflects our hyper connected, postcolonial material 

world.  Taking a cue from Madlin Caviness’ metaphor “God lies in 

the details” (1992), while discussing the imageries on fabricated 

media like stained glass; it is convenient to engage similar 

picturesque imageries in discussing the artworks. I have, therefore, 

firstly employed the narrow-strip weaves’ leitmotif iconography as 

the instrumentality that links the Kente cloth and Anatsui’s 

artworks as “chambers of memory”. Secondly, employing the 

imageries, graphic marks and colour on textiles,  the distinct 

features and primary organising elements in fabric arts, employed 

by Yinka Shonibare, MBE, in his installations as cynosure of the 

interconnectedness that textiles have framed in Africa and the 

world. Thirdly  Vlisco’s “Creative Africa” is put as a story that knits 

together the  reality of  cloth and cloth maker, by locating that 
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modern company’s origins in the Dutch colonial time and place 

while demonstrating  its products’ continued popularity in the 

entrenchment of African fashion and its shaping of world haute 

couture. Hence, the “vital and enabling” intellectual  paradigm 

“resumptions, disappearances, and repetitions”; makes possible a 

history while the “uniting representation” of the synthesis in the 

appropriation of Memory and Interview  grounds the contexts 

within which  each artwork is experienced. Cloth and Clothmaker’s 

memorialisations is sufficient grounding for historical narration. 

KEY WORDS: memory, memorialisation, matriarchal, materiality, 

“endogenous artistry”, funerary, gestures, iconography.  

 

Introduction                                                   

 Particular patterns and iconographical imageries depicted on cloth are 

loadstars of commemorations, even celebrations of passages in African 

society. In spite of History exemplified in cloth (Chris Spring, 2012:3), the 

African fabric offers a protean view via her storytelling traditions. This is 

explicit in the Ekwere metaphor “anya diali bu anye eke” ( the keen observer’s 

talent resides in the capacity to patiently observe and read). Expediently 

engaging that endogenous metaphor, and reflecting the keying in of Pat 

Oyelola’s (2003)   Igbo proverb: “nku din a mba na eghelu mba nni”( “ a people’s 

wood is their source of cooking fire” ) a tale unwraps! In fact, the historian and 

art enthusiast E.J, Alagoa (1997) alluding to the picturesque python, 

perceives history as a cyclical phenomenon, in which the past, present and 

future are inextricably entwined.   

 Cloth provides the vibrant and flowing medium through which history 

maybe created and recorded. Making and trading numerous types of 

fabrics have been vital elements in African life and culture for millennia. 

Thus linking different parts of the African continent with one another and 

with the rest of the world, tout le monde! EL Anatsui (2011) notes that textile 

patterns, materials and means of production may exemplify individual 
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events in history, even chart the movement and migrations of peoples over 

a much longer period. It is now commonplace that textiles tell of the long 

engagement of Africa with the Atlantic, Mediterranean and Indian Ocean 

worlds, all undergirding the continuity of ancient ideas and practices. 

In a hermeneutic and empirical analysis of prime works of African textiles 

(reflecting the individual in the involuntary ‘mapping’ processes; the 

“factory mechanical mapping” that engages the multiple sensors of the 

machine age, and the postmodernist facture of the hybrid artist Yinka 

Shonibare, MBE, I approach “ClothMakers” historically. The essay is 

concerned with how these works draw attention, in the main, to the 

historicity of the matriarchal arts in the affirmation of memory and 

imagination through the troping mechanisms of poetic language in terms 

that firstly they confirm virtuality, while emphatically pointing to the 

uniqueness of each artwork. Hence, this paper investigates the intimate 

effects of matriarchal arts employed by artists engaging Cloth as medium, 

and utilising endogenous artistry culled from graphic marks and colour on 

textiles, indeed the distinctive feature and principal organising element in 

fabric arts; while addressing the textile artists’ simulation of structures, 

techniques of the making and productions of textiles as story telling 

mechanisms.  John Picton (1998) informs that we invest the objet d'art with 

mnemonic properties, inflective of meanings garnered from verbal analysis 

that become “ crystalised” when scripted, hence attaining the status of  

“things” of cultural property (Julie Cruikshank, 1992). Objects, therefore, 

assume the roles of documents and files, in computer age jargon; alive with 

our capacities of recollection; abounding in ideologies and histories 

kernelled on the vestigial contents that artworks bear. In fact, stories as eye-

opener inhere in artworks ready to unlock.   

 In spite of   the seemed distinction  between “utterance” from object, and 

the ephemerality of the spoken word, words become cultural things when 

they appear on paper, on artifacts or when encrypted in either magnetic or 

digital codes on tapes/ disks, and in film or videotape (Cruikshank, 1992). 

In fact, Cruikshank concurs with Picton that material objects can have 
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meanings “framed unto them”, and affirm interpretations, usually quite 

different from those their creators forced onto them,   That blurred 

distinction reveals the parallel ways in which verbal utterances and 

material objects are used to symbolise the past and the position-takings 

assumed in conversations on cultural representations, patents of oral 

narratives and ownership of cultural property.  Museum collections of 

artifacts, folksongs and folklore are readily comparable to archives.  In 

anthropology, words and things are accepted in the same category as objects 

to be collected. Julie Cruikshank asserts that as natural history specimens, 

objects parallel the folklorist's notion of narrative plots as collectible, 

mappable, comparable “things”. The emplotement of the storyteller’s 

narratives demand imagination wheeled on effective tropes by the art 

historian. Artifacts are “containers of memory”; waiting to be deciphered 

and rendered legible, though crystalised as statements of man’s growth, 

and reflections at man’s most sophisticated state (Ben Shan, 1985).   

As W.J.T. Mitchell (1986) remarks “the soul never thinks without a mental 

image” so also thinking visually of the stories that  inhere in cloth, it makes 

sense to claim that the artists engage “images of things” as words are 

exploited in verbal imageries to affect representations in their  storytelling. 

In the artist’s particular negotiations of plural locales and temporalities 

specific creations constitute vehicles for the values that inhere in “artistic 

mastery”. Interrogating prime artworks, therefore, this essay investigates 

the reality of memory, language and imagination that undergird the kernels 

of memorialisations embedded in textiles. That phenomenal inspiration of 

textile traditions as groundings for artistic creativity was highlighted in two 

concurrent 2008-2009 exhibitions at the Metropolitan Museum of Art and 

the Grey Art Gallery, both in New York. However, the expose El Anatsui at 

the Clark (2011) locates the intellectual recounting of history as a specific and 

highly valued form of activity that informs the creative processes of art 

making. 

 In fact, the Philadelphia Museum of Art heralds the discourse of the past 

and present of the cloth production of one modern company Vlisco fabrics 
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as a symbolic reflection of our hyper connected world.  Vlisco: African 

Fashion on a Global Stage (2016) on view at the PMA as a grand expose called 

“Creative Africa,” affects a story that knits together the  reality of  cloth and 

cloth maker in an indirect but intriguing way, by explaining the modern 

company’s origins in the Dutch colonial time and place while 

demonstrating  its products’ continued popularity in entrenching African 

fashion and its shaping of world couture.   

However, expanding the discourse of the postmodern facture in African 

contemporary art, the British-Nigerian artist, Yinka Shonibare, MBE, a 

creative artist, ingeniously at ease with sculpture, painting, photography 

and installation art; explores the interrelationship between Africa and the 

West, while skillfully commenting on cultural history, the legacy of 

colonialism and the broader concept of identity construction.  

 

“Mapping histories” 

A synopsis of prime textile artworks draws attention to the reality that 

Cloth artistry is distinctively kernelled on a Foucaultian pattern of mythical 

transmissions that emphasise “resumptions, disappearances, and repetitions” 

(Michel Foucault, 1991). Enthrallingly, it is on the avowed themes of the 

“miraculousness of the commonplace” (Arthur C. Danto, 1963) and subversion 

that the artists have delivered their messages with ease and the “playfulness 

of art” (Hans-George Gadamer, 1986).  

 

El Anatsui and the metamorphosis of the Kente 

In conversation with Chika Okeke-Agulu (2011), Anatsui protests that his 

works are not cloths, instead preferring to call them sculpture. However, 

the share Faucaultian pattern of mystical transmission that undergirds his 

inspiration from the fabric traditions of his Ewe ancestry, makes the 

inflection of the threads of “resumptions, disappearances, and repetitions” 

plausible. Hence, it makes sense to recognise the anatsuique transmutations 

of the patterns, design techniques, even the simulation of Kente endogenous 

artistry and fabric making tradition. Distinctively, graphic marks and 

http://www.philamuseum.org/exhibitions/845.html
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colour, indeed the distinctive feature and prime organising element in Ewe 

fabric arts and performance arts constitute his oeuvre. In fact, EL’s 

simulations of structures, techniques of the making and productions of 

textiles as story telling mechanisms are textile fabrications. In Okeke-

Agulu’s conversations, for example, EL discusses ideas and memories as 

embedded in the experiences that ground the yarn that he spins. Couched 

in inscriptive language reminiscent of the textiles trade and the processes 

of cloth manufacture, for example, “openwork weave”, Adinkra print, etcetera; 

Anatsui readily discussed Delta (Fig. 1). 

 Engaging metaphors and similes, evocative of storytelling techniques 

hyped in social commentaries, EL unravels the historical connection in 19th 

century trade in the Niger Delta, now the link of immense wealth, 

environmental catastrophes and human strife represented in that picture. 

He further engages language drawn from Asante weaving traditions: “dense 

patterning similar to Kente strip-woven cloth”. While reflecting on man’s 

endurance and global interconnectedness; with a pinch of dry humour, EL 

critiques the negative nature of that power as an art of destruction.  An 

interpretation of Anatsui’s art reveals the cryptic and dynamic exchange 

between the Akan past and the exegesis of the present. It is commonsence, 

therefore, to emphasise the modern works and their rhetorical roles in 

legislating the kinds of tales told about them by cultural commentators such 

as John Picton (2011); art historians and critics: Robert Stoor , and Kwameh 

Anthony Appiah (2010), and a host of others.  

Despite his canonic art education, EL articulates his perceptions of the 

future in groundings that emphasise the ideological “Sankofa” doctrine 

(Kwameh Nkrumah, 1965). His work evokes a hybridisation of Canonic and 

Ewe art forms.  Anatsui’s scenographic variant artwork falls conveniently 

within the category of “modernist abstract expressionism” discourse. It is 

neither painting nor sculpture proper asserts Robert Stoor (2010).  Stoor 

intuits that in spite of the artist’s seemed achievement in the evocation of 
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gestural brush strokes; his use of varied chromatic and tonal effects, El 

dispenses altogether with paint and its direct manipulation on the surfaces 

of his subjects. Dispensing paint altogether as support, surface and 

structure, Anatsui’s painting effects are instead achieved via lateral 

additions than layering. Painting as a medium is simply used to label the 

scavenged collars and cap pieces. His work is a transmogrification of 

painting through deployment of ready-made painted material, not painting 

readymade conceptually or as a conceptual object in Duchampian mode, 

the critic asserts. 

Not sculpture, these artworks are multifaceted/ multimedia. In fact, 

Anatsui acclaims his works as “non-fixed forms” (2015). In spite of 

categorisations and the naming game, these artworks are best deemed as 

“non-fixed forms” with newer pictures evolving every time the installers 

and their assistants “recreate” their compositions. That reframing affect 

perceptual shifts like a Gestalt. EL’s artworks keep changing with sets of 

features emerging as most important, and then recede as another set leap 

to the surface. The fascination remains the works illusive reconfigurations 

at every Show. With each conceptual reconfiguration conjuring new 

dimensions of viewing, the wonder for the exhibition goers, therefore, is to 

carouse their eyes while being led from one view to another. Each 

perspective enriches and spills anew some unknown dimension of form 

itself! 

 DELTA (Fig. 1)  

 DELTA is an oversized curtain cascading to the floor. It is divided vertically 

into two main sections: a rippled, heavily textured pattern made up of 

thousands of tiny squares and whorls on the right, and a silvery 

background on the left, cut with diagonal strips and, in the upper left 

corner, a picturesque patchwork suggestive of the worn-out knee portion 

of an old pair of pants. 

 The artist uses the darker segments of aluminum, black or dark blue, to 
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incorporate stripes. These are reminiscent of paths, tracks, or rivers, into the 

fabric of the piece, adding to the composition as well as the narrative 

quality. That symbolic simulation of aerial photographic imagery depicts 

the typical Niger Delta scenario of creeks and convergences of water 

pathway networks meshed onto, the otherwise, dense tropical rainforest 

surround. In contrast, the leitmotif of dense patterning and coloration 

attributive of traditional Kente persists. The sumptuous toga-like 

morphology characteristic of the appearance of royalty is here manifest in 

bulky drapery bulges and contours bedraggled in colours derivative of that 

background. Anatsui often speaks about the use of liquor labels and caps 

in his work, alluding to how colonial powers used liquor as mainstays of 

trade and barter with Africans, with culturally complex results. DELTA is 

mindful of such histories, finding them literally and metaphorically part of 

the fabric of Anatsui’s work.  

 In these sculptures, traditional Kente assemblage with characteristic 

horizontal strips of woven bands stitched together are simulated as metal 

and wire “threads”. In hindsight, it is significant to note how the master has 

retold the history of development and change in the traditional world of 

fabric production. At one time Kente was characterised by the tedium of 

provincial monochromatic colourisation. At the time, cloth was woven 

from local cotton and dyed in colours derived from tree barks and root 

extracts. However, with the deluge of imported cotton yarns and dyes this 

local product embraced rich saturated colours derived from imported dyes 

and the interfacing of the fabrics with silk fiber threads.  Alisa LaGamma 

(2011) claims that the formal combination that underlies DELTA may, 

therefore, be interpreted as Anatsui’s reflection on the endurance of our 

global interconnectedness and how such global powers can be a force for 

either destruction or quantum leaps evident in revolutionary creativity.  

 Anatsui makes metal, an otherwise, stiff medium a malleable pliable 

substance. Attention is drawn to the processes that the artist engages to 
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make aluminum wrappers: flattened and shaped before they are assembled 

into the body of the giant pieces. This is evocative of the manner in which 

the Akans of old pounded locally mined gold foils before they were inlayed 

onto the surfaces of volumetric sculptural forms such as staffs and regalia 

of royalty. LaGamma (2011) reminds us “that Akan leaders commissioned 

regalia literally wrapped in gold as insignia of their wealth and power”. While 

successive generations of Akan royalty choosing to create their own outfits 

and symbols of power melted the precious metal (items of prophylactic 

lore, wealth and mystical powers) thusly recycling them. LaGamma, 

further, notes that the precious metal found its way onto the trade cycles of 

the Sahara networks of exchange  to the Middle East, as early as the 3rd 

century; and along the West African “Gold Coast” to European merchants 

as early as the 15th century. Thus African gold was traded to Europeans in 

exchange for the key item of trade: alcohol. That pattern of consumption is 

echoed in the very material used to create the tapestries. EL’s engagement 

of commonplace detritus from the everyday consumption of liquor as the 

miraculous leitmotif for the configuration of his art remains a fascination! 

Immortalising art and its histories in the avant-gardes’ tour de force at re-

shaping European art at the turn of the 20th century in Paris by the artist 

Pablo Picasso and his contemporaries. It is ground breaking that a century 

later the work of a provincial artist like Anatsui is a leading light in the 

contemporary art world shaping things art with resources inspired from 

Africa.  

It is, therefore, little wonder that without some knowledge of West African 

textiles Anatsui’s works at Stone Hill (2011) and Holyoke (2015) would 

simply be shrouds of metallic fractals. Enabling art historian and critic’s 

unraveling discourse knits-up the spectacle and the Interview, while it 

demystifies and makes sense of these permutations of pixels. In 

conversation with  Okeke-Agulu (2011), for example, Anatsui discusses 

ideas and memories as embedded in the experiences that ground the yarn 

that he spins. Couched in inscriptive language reminiscent of the textiles 
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trade and its processes of manufacture, for example, “openwork weave”, and 

Adinkra print; Anatsui readily discussed DELTA (Fig. 2). Engaging 

metaphors and similes, evocative of storytelling techniques hyped in social 

commentaries, EL unraveled the historical connection in 19th century trade 

in the Niger Delta, now the link of immense wealth, environmental 

catastrophes and human strife represented in DELTA. He further engages 

language drawn from Asante weaving traditions: “dense patterning similar to 

Kente strip-woven cloth”. While reflecting on man’s endurance and global 

interconnectedness, with a pinch of dry humour, EL critiques the negative 

nature of that power as an art of destruction.   

Crystallised in tangible materials and nuanced fabric colours, the form, Ben 

Shahn (1995) notes; is the very shape of content! A knowledge of the 

labyrinthine threads embedded in the myriad of historical and symbolic 

networks engaged in the visualisation processes; and even the material 

resources employed by this artist in his art-making are indispensible for an 

understanding of the narratives inhered in his works (Holly, 1991).  

Conversations reveal driven poet and muse-like forces that project his 

vision of the possible like the troubadours of old.  Hence, he takes his 

inspiration from the Asante fabric design, even colourations that ground his 

work in the series of metal “cloths”.   Stone Hill and Holyoke make real the 

man’s obsession with the integrity of Kente design, choices of organisation 

and colour priorities. In fact, EL draws attention to the unearthing of 

meaning through abstract rather than the figurative facture in artworks. EL 

engages “the symbolic net”, that labyrinth of human experience that encrypts 

native lore in its finest forms: language, metaphors and proverbs. These in 

concert with the author’s discourses during Interviews are the groundings 

that conjure the texts that his pictures enact.  DELTA alludes to  reflections 

of histories of times gone bye; and the immanence of globalisation  on the 

world of the artist. Anatsui’s texts even reflect and engage discourses of 

historical traditions of art making, for example, the  dilemma of 
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classification and the emergence of “a heteroclite group of artifacts”  in 

formalism’s heyday, the 1960s (Robert Storr, 2010). 

 

 Vlisco Fabric “Mapping histories” 

 Vlisco: African Fashion on a Global Stage, PMA, showcases 

mannequins wrapped in African textiles inspired clothing 

designs.  “Creative Africa” (Figs. 3& 4) connects and knits together the reality 

of cloth and cloth maker. Reflecting the story of this modern company’s 

origins in the Dutch colonial time and place, this image affirms Vlisco’s 

continued popularity in the entrenchment of African fashion and it’s 

shaping of world haute couture. Emphasising the “nomadic aesthetic”, 

African textile iconographical imageries in concert with European and even 

Chinese calligraphical imageries abound as fluid ideas for the textile 

manufacturer. Shrouded in a ballast of silhouettes, the airy poetic quality of 

designs makes wind in the sails of creative imagination. Malian Boubou 

gown styles and the simplicity of the Blouse and Skirt suit clearly borrowed 

from women’s  everyday attire commonplace in African metropolitan 

towns and cities; are distinctive in this installation. Constance Girard’s 

Textile patterns (Fig. 2) in motifs and colours allude to a hybridisation of 

themes and picture making traditions. A surfeit of  European icons: high 

fashion men’s Bowler hats and women’s high-heeled footwear, and even 

face make-up kit’s  stylus are imposed on silhouettes of definitive images 

suggestive of   Adire- Eleko and Adinkra patterned cloth in woodcut print 

fashion; exude their presence. With a distinctive scheme of imageries, 

distinctive graphic marks and colour, Vlisco makes her designs readily 

acceptable to the ever enlarging world couture. 

 From the simplicity of the narrow strip weave (Kente commonplace among 

the Akan of Gold Coast; and the Aso Oke or “high status cloth” from Nigeria) 

to the sophistication of Vlisco yardage with its coiffure imitation of African 

iconographical imageries; that company keys into the currency of West 

African trade and market. Cloth was the money of trade and transactions 

http://www.philamuseum.org/exhibitions/2016/838.html
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before minted currency and coinage in the 20th century. For example, Roll 

of cloth currency was popular among the Mbuun  of the Congo, and the 

Akan of Ghana.   Vlisco is symbolic of the many European and foreign cloth 

manufacturers who plied on the African market for  trade, both in complete 

cloths and raw materials for the burgeoning weaving occupation. Buying 

and selling, a primary force driving innovation in traditions, shaped 

African tastes, imagination and invention. The commonplace loom and the 

wheel of industrial production of cloth may, therefore, be seen as the two 

sides of the coin of modernisation and globalisation that textiles have won 

for the world. These technologies with simple cotton and the sophisticated 

artistry of their loom designs and artistry created the sumptuous Kente 

woven for the elite of Akan world and the Aso-Oke of the Oduduwa 

aristocracy.  Vlisco brings the fundamental discourse of the phenomenal 

hybridisation that subsumes the mooted reality of its “African” integrity to 

the fore because the fabric readily signifies the fashion and style of West 

African women’s attire.  Enabling a deepening of other discourses, Vlisco is  

much more than  the fabric as an object of fashion. The setting and 

metaphors of its trade is a cultural phenomenon in which women 

entrepreneurs flourish, while individuals forge and display their identities 

through design. 

A distinctive masterstroke of this exhibition is the ready attribution of each 

dress/ suit, and even designer pattern and samples to original creator. For 

example, the Legend to COMPOSITIONS (Fig.4) mentions the Names of the 

Artists, Attribution, Credits; and even Season and Location of each item: 

Patterns designed by Inge van Lierop for Vlisco. From left to right: dress, 

Bloom Collection, Season 2 (2014); dress, Bright and Beautiful Collection, 

Season 2 (2016); ensemble, Fantasia Collection, Season 3 (2014); dress, 

Bloom Collection, Season 2 (2014); all cotton and wax block prints, etcetera. 

These varied but bracingly original designs are of West African studios. The 

fashions and patterns remain dye-stamped in memory in spite of the 

fascination and wonder of production, which remain as the burden for 
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textile nerds. Vlisco’s aesthetics evoke Batik, with patterns full of culturally 

specific references and visual cues that converse ideas and sentiments in the 

largely female world of its sellers and consumers.  

 In spite of the curators’ stock numbers to identify its patterns, Creative 

Africa is invested with narratives that traders and buyers recognise, and 

some have become iconic (EL Anatsui, 2011) in expressive meanings and 

memorialisation. Indeed, common in the woven textiles of the Asante, each 

Adinkra cloth and each individual stamp and motif are encrypted with 

magical, historical or proverbial meaning. Cloth deepens the idiosyncratic 

discourse of the spiritual density of domestic and everyday life. For 

example, the pattern known as “You Fly, I Fly,” which depicts a bird 

escaping from a cage, is a favorite of newlywed women, who wear it to 

advertise that faithfulness in marriage is a two-way street (Sarah Archer, 

2011). Creative Africa inflects a larger narrative of migration of African 

inspired cloth; through a metamorphosis of forms with swatches of fabrics 

surround a catwalk of looks that make gorgeous use of them. Vlisco 

garments range from Courreges-like shift dresses, to curvy gowns with 

peplums and ruffles; all insightful of an internationalisation of tastes and 

styles. Vlisco, a fascinating phenomenon of material culture, symbolises an 

economy in which a global brand’s significance can actually be hyper local. 

With patterns created at her headquarters in Helmond by a team of 

designers who hail from Europe and Africa;this show  includes the work of 

Nigerian Philadelphia-based designer and creative director of Ikire Jones, 

Walé Oyéjidé, who uses Vlisco-inspired fabrics in his lines for Menswear 

Clothing. 

 Creative Africa  critisques the reality of Copyright Laws and the dynamics 

of the textile trade with designs coined out of Africa in a world where “ 

people think things come out of Africa, they don’t worry about copyright”. With 

Vlisco’s rising profile in the fashion world, this is changing. Archer 

suggestively maligns the reality that the label “African fabric,” like “African 
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art,” flattens out and simplifies its contents, attributing design, production, 

and consumption to anonymous craftsmen and buyers rather than makers 

and consumers. In fact, this Show proclaims the makers and consumers the 

soul of the trade! 

 

 Yinka Shonibare, MBE  

Shonibare creates installations using as his primary medium the printed 

Kitenge fabric derived originally from Dutch Java wax Batik prints. That 

facture insinuates a story: factory made in Manchester, England, for 

markets in West Africa; the trans-national character of the designs frame a 

history, though originally Indonesian but transformed by British 

manufacture to be generically African. In fact, “Mappings” reveal colonial 

trade routes interconnecting Indonesia through Holland, to England and 

Africa; all emphasise a memory of their own. This gamut of history interact 

with the installation’s other messages.  Five Undergarments and Much More 

(Fig. 5) created for the Imagined Communities show (London, 1995) but 

reminiscent of a comment on Benedict Anderson’s 1983 study of the same 

title, reflects the reality of representation. Anderson argued that 

representations of all kinds (artworks, flags, stamps, uniforms, etc) are 

constitutive of, not merely reflections of, communities but more broadly, 

nationalisms. In fact, these nationalistic imageries/ cultural maps with no 

corresponding territories, allude to emotional ties with a once shared past 

in a fragmented present. 

Shonibare is London born. After a brief sortie in his fatherland, Nigeria, 

Yinka returned to study at Byam Shaw School of Art, London (1984–89); 

and earned an MA from Goldsmiths College, London University (1991). 

Known for his signature batik in costumed dioramas that explore race and 

colonialism, Yinka also engages painting, sculpture, photography, and film 

in work that disrupts and challenges our notions of cultural identity. With 

the honorific MBE as part of his name in everyday use, YS plays with the 

ambiguities and contradictions in his attitude towards the Establishment 
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and its legacies of colonialism and class. In multimedia projects that reveal 

his passion for art history, literature, and philosophy, Shonibare provides a 

critical tour of Western civilization, its achievements and failures.  

In spite of cotton being an African crop, Research revealed that the place of 

origin of the fabric widely popularised as African style textiles was the 

Netherlands; and beeswax dyeing used for abstract patterns originated 

from Batiks and Indonesian Traditional fabrics.  Further illumination 

through the searching of historical books and documents, Yinka learned 

that the cloth he had believed to be traditional African fabric reflected the 

history of imperialism and colonialism. YS wraps vibrant batik fabric outfits 

on his decapitated mannequins. Hence, “historical duplicity” and “cultural 

hybridism” inflect the most overarching concepts to comprehend 

Shonibare’s art world. With lavish narratives in diverse media such as 

sculpture, installation, video and photography, Yinka yarns while grafting 

fine arts, literature and culture onto historical contexts  

 

Five Under Garments and Much More (Fig. 4), reflects the artist’s suspended 

installation that prefigured his signature mannequins in Batik/Adire-Eleko 

dioramas. Each piece mimics the structured corsetry of period noble dress. 

However, in satirical stance, Shonibare forces deliberate exaggerations in 

dramatically enlarged proportions; but with exuberant textiles evokes a 

provocative de-robbing of social and class constructs. But castigating 

Britishness he engages atypical stereotypes humorous but playful 

characters: commonplace figures drinking tea on high stilts. Tea culture, 

widely known as “Afternoon Tea” in Britain, is emblematic of the upper 

classes leisure.   

Themes: Money, Play, Empire, Conflict, Environment, and Love, connect 

the historical contexts of Africa and Asia in a vortex of history, forcing a 

moment of deep reflection and accounting. Grounded in Literature, for 

example Henry Miller’s Death of a Salesman (1949) and Art history, 

Shonibare satirises Capital and Capitalist society.  
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NELSON’S SHIP IN A BOTTLE (Figs. 5) connects the British flag officer, 

Horatio Nelson’s HMS Victory, symbol of  Imperial victories and conquest. 

The sculpture of a giant Demi-John bottle with a firm cork-lock is replete 

with the reality of loss, refrained in the “iconic Sail’s” once gallant lines: 

“Rule Britannia…. the pride of the Ocean, Rule the waves” from an old Imperia 

song goes. But with stiff sails cut in patterned Adire-eleko style textiles 

associated with Africa and bought from Brixton market are not real sailing 

ship stuff!. BOTTLE enacts the arrest of that glorious time and place! That 

great feat of memory and conqueror ship is here symbolically sealed in a 

plastic bottle.  Nelson's Ship in a Bottle, fetched up on the fourth plinth in 

Trafalgar Square, is delicate and small in its misty container, stopped by an 

oversized cork and sealed with wax. Shonibare revealed (2010)  that the 

bottle itself is made not entirely  of glass but a polymer blend; and  

manufactured elsewhere in Europe. He also pointed out that a wax seal on 

its side reads: "YS,MBE" to reflect his 2004 Knighthood. The ship looms in a 

bottled fog. Instead of a glorious citing on the Trafalgar, this onetime sea 

conqueror ironically sits on the plinth as though on a mantelpiece. In 

playful kitsch, and mounted on a vaguely maritime wooden stand, with  

porthole imitation air vents and hidden whirring fans that prevent the 

vehicle from steaming up with condensations, Victory  is reminiscent of a 

typical child’s toy sailing on a small pond.  Adrian Searle (2010) reveals that 

in spite of “all its seeming obviousness and disconcerting, almost camp, appeal, 

the latest fourth plinth commission does manage to celebrate both Nelson's success 

at Trafalgar and the postcolonial multi-ethnic mix and mingle of Britain today”. It 

is an ironical corrective to Rule Britannia patriotism, so is the artist's 

insistence on using his MBE, which is printed on the wax seal alongside his 

name.  But the thing about ships in bottles is that they're not sailing 

anywhere. Yinka seemed, playfully to mock at the reality of Imperia today: 

a message no one wants to read. 

 In a final ballast, The SCRAMBLE ( Figs. 6 &7),the Colonials shared out and 

partitioned the Continent, Berlin,1884-85.  In the now famous Shonibare 
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signature mannequins with decapitated heads; neither individuality nor 

peculiarity of persona are revealed. Yinka presents high fashion figures 

wearing Victorian clothes made of Dutch wax sitting round a table with the 

iconic Map at the center (Fig. 6). With life-like hunched postures, hand and 

finger gestures evocative of the twists and turns of body movements in real-

life Conferencing and barter the picture of wrangling and horse-trading is 

affected. Shonibare’s reale politic is summed up in CannonBall Heaven (Fig. 

8) with cannon balls piled up in the opposite corner. Ironically, nothing can 

be destroyed by mere balls made of colorful cloth!   

Conclusion  

 Anatsui, Shonibare and  Vlisco produce works of art conceived by the 

human mind kernelled in African motifs, stamps and storytelling 

mechanisms. With marks and colours, they enact within them stories which 

range far beyond the time of their creation and even the life time of their 

creators. In all, African textiles are patterned with vestigial contents that 

hold the histories they tell.  Vlisco showcased fashion mannequins wrapped 

in African textiles inspired cloth designs. “Creative Africa” (Fig. 3) connects 

cloth and cloth maker, by explaining that modern company’s origins in the 

Dutch colonial time and place while demonstrating its   products’ continued 

popularity in the entrenchment of African fashion and its shaping of world 

haute couture. Emphasising the “nomadic aesthetic”, Yinka dares to engage 

art in the reinvention of the world cerebrally challenging the concept of 

cultural legitimacy, hence blurring the boundaries of formulaic Western 

ideas 

about fine art and craft. In fact, art is framed as a theatre for the critique of 

the status quo and a sling at the Empire and notions of Britishness; while 

castigating class.  

 In spite of categorisations and the naming game, Anatsui’s “non-fixed 

forms” (2015) effect perceptual shifts like a Gestalt in illusive 

reconfigurations. With each conceptual reconfiguration conjuring new 

http://www.philamuseum.org/exhibitions/2016/838.html
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dimensions of viewing, the wonder for the historians, therefore, is to 

carouse with critical relish the emergent twists and turns making visible 

vistas of discourse. Each perspective enriches and spills anew other 

dimension of form itself! EL ‘s metamorphosis of the Kente offers a protean 

look via its revered storytelling traditions, explicit in the metaphor of the 

“python’s eye” picturesquely inflecting the keen observer’s talent to 

patiently observe and read .Conveniently engaging that endogenous 

metaphor, and reflecting the  keying in of  the Igbo proverb: “nku din a mba 

na eghelu mba nni” (above) history is perceived as a cyclical phenomenon, in 

which the past, present and future are inextricably entwined. Anatsui’s 

inner animation, his inventive radiation of the visible, remains the constant 

search of genuine artists who seek beneath the rubrics of depth, space and 

colour.  

 However, adumbrating that discourse, Vlisco Fabrics symbolically reflect 

our hyper connected, postcolonial material world.  Taking a cue from 

Madlin Caviness’ metaphor “God lies in the details” (1992), while 

discussing the iconographical imageries on fabricated media like stained 

glass; it is convenient to engage similar picturesque imageries in discussing 

the artworks. Hence, employing iconography as the instrumentality that 

links the Kente and Anatsui’s artworks as “chambers of memory” and 

engaging the gamut of imageries/graphic marks on textiles engaged in 

Shonibare in his installations as cynosure of  interconnectedness, textiles 

frames Africa and the world.      

 The Foucaultian paradigm “resumptions, disappearances, and repetitions” is 

the “vital and enabling” intellectual engine that makes possible a history 

while the “uniting representation” of the synthesis in the appropriation of 

Memory and Interview  grounds the contexts within which  each artwork 

is experienced. The artists engage Representative imageries for analysis and 

grappling with abstract ideas and the cerebral; but figurative for the eyes. 

In all with indigenous metaphors steeped in emotions culled from African 

roots, the artists funded the cool aesthetics of Africanite! EL’s non-fixed forms 
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draw attention to the important role artists and persons they “permit” to 

recreate newer envelopes, shapes and forms using their original works as 

raw material are indispensible at the evolution of newer images. While 

revivifying the powers of their originary inspirations, they are the 

instrumentality that engender the invention of  their own universes and 

injecting generous vitality into the world we live in.  These threads of 

metamorphosis renders visible EL’s template/blueprint for a new art! 

Anatsui’s pictures in the Clark are a spectacular interruption of humdrum 

reality revealing a world of fascination and wonder, in spite of that trite but 

telling phrase.  Icons of the soul, while mapping memory, affects a child-like 

wonder and the sublime! Engaging the sensory, we stare and widen our 

eyes. Leading to a cognition steeped in emotions fleeced in iconographical 

memories; wonder has a dimension that can be described as spiritual. The 

exploration of that feat leaves a task to be done! 
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Fig.  1:   DELTA, EL Anatsui, 15ft. 3ins x 11ft. 3ins; Medium: Aluminum 

and copper wire,  ©2009 

 

                                     

Fig. 2: Constance Girard, Textile pattern, Vlisco: African Fashion on a Global 

Stage © Serah Archer (2016). 
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Fig. 3: Installation view, Vlisco: African Fashion on a Global Stage at the Philadelphia 

Museum of Art, ©  Tim Tiebout, the Philadelphia Museum of Art. 

 

 
Fig. 4: COMPOSITIONS Patterns designed by Inge van Lierop for Vlisco. From left to 

right: dress, Bloom collection, season 2 (2014); dress, Bright and Beautiful collection, 

season 2 (2016); ensemble, Fantasia collection, season 3 (2014); dress, Bloom collection, 

season 2 (2014); all cotton and wax block prints (photo by Tim Tiebout, courtesy the 

Philadelphia Museum of Art) 

© Tim Tiebout,  Philadelphia Museum of Art. 
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Fig.  4: Yinka Shonibare, MBE, Five Undergarments and Much More, 1995, 

©Ikon Gallery, Birmingham, England. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Yinka Shonibare, MBE, NELSON’S SHIP IN A BOTTLE (2013) Fourth Plinth, 

Trafalgar Square, Glass & Polymer, London. ©  Daniel  Berehulak/Getty Images 
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Fig. 6: Yinka Shonibare, MBE,  SCRAMBLE FOR AFRICA, 2003, 

©Ikon Gallery, Birmingham, England. 

 

 
Fig. 7: Yinka Shonibare, MBE,  SCRAMBLE FOR AFRICA, 2003 ( Detail) 

©Ikon Gallery, Birmingham, England. 
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Fig. 8: Yinka A Shonibare: CANONBALL HEAVEN (2013}  Installation, 

© FESPACO 2013 

 

 


